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Background: During interactions with other people, we constantly evaluate the significance of our social
partner’s gaze shifts in order to coordinate our behaviour with their perspective. In this study, we used
event-related potentials (ERPs) to investigate the neural time course of evaluating gaze shifts that signal
the success of self-initiated joint attention bids. Method: Nineteen participants were allocated to a
‘‘social’’ condition, in which they played a cooperative game with an anthropomorphic virtual character
whom they believed was controlled by a human partner in a nearby laboratory. Participants were
required to initiate joint attention towards a target. In response, the virtual partner shifted his gaze con-
gruently towards the target – thus achieving joint attention – or incongruently towards a different loca-
tion. Another 19 participants completed the same task in a non-social ‘‘control’’ condition, in which
arrows, believed to be controlled by a computer program, pointed at a location that was either congruent
or incongruent with the participant’s target fixation. Results: In the social condition, ERPs to the virtual
partner’s incongruent gaze shifts evoked significantly larger P350 and P500 peaks compared to congruent
gaze shifts. This P350 and P500 morphology was absent in both the congruent and incongruent control
conditions. Discussion: These findings are consistent with previous claims that gaze shifts differing in
their social significance modulate central-parietal ERPs 350 ms following the onset of the gaze shift.
Our control data highlights the social specificity of the observed P350 effect, ruling out explanations per-
taining to attention modulation or error detection.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Joint attention – the ability to achieve a common focus of atten-
tion with a social partner – supports language development, social
communication, and learning (Charman, 2003; Mundy & Newell,
2007). Joint attention is achieved when one individual initiates a
bid for joint attention – usually by gazing towards the intended
focus of attention – and another individual responds by following
their partner’s line of regard (Bruner, 1974). Coordinating joint
attention with others during dynamic interactions relies on the
ability to evaluate the social significance of another’s shift in gaze.
This involves using the spatial properties of the gaze shift to repre-
sent a social partner’s attentional, visual and mental perspective
(Shepherd, 2010). For instance, to successfully respond to a joint
attention bid, one must discriminate gaze shifts that signal
intentional bids for communication (Cary, 1978). Similarly, when
initiating joint attention, we must evaluate our partner’s respon-
sive gaze to determine whether our bid for joint attention is suc-
cessful. Despite the importance of this cognitive ability in our
daily interactions, there is currently no empirical data elucidating
the time course of neural processes involved in evaluating the
social significance of gaze shifts in the context of joint attention
interactions.
1.1. The second person neuroscience approach

The main challenge associated with investigating the neural
processes supporting joint attention is that it can only be experi-
enced during face-to-face interactions. Given that interactions
are spontaneous and dynamic, scientific studies of joint attention
have had to rise to the challenge of creating ecologically valid para-
digms that also provide critical experimental control. In response
to this challenge, the field of social neuroscience has seen the
emergence of a Second Person Neuroscience approach (Schilbach
et al., 2013). For example, several functional magnetic resonance
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imaging (fMRI) studies have used interactive virtual reality para-
digms to simulate experimentally controlled joint attention
interactions (Caruana, Brock, & Woolgar, 2015; Schilbach et al.,
2010; Wilms et al., 2010). These studies have pioneered
gaze-contingent algorithms that allow participants to engage in a
gaze-based interaction with a virtual character whom they believe
is being controlled by another person in a nearby laboratory via
live infrared eye tracking. This belief is important given the
increasing evidence that perceiving agency and intentionality in
social stimuli influences subjective experiences and eye movement
patterns (Caruana et al., 2015), neural activation (Pfeiffer et al.,
2014) and gaze-related ERPs (Pönkänen, Alhoniemi, Leppänen, &
Hietanen, 2010; Wykowska, Wiese, Prosser, & Müller, 2014).

In an fMRI study, Schilbach et al. (2010) used a virtual reality
paradigm that requested participants to interact with an anthropo-
morphic character whom – unbeknownst to them – was controlled
by a computer. The virtual character was presented in the centre of
the screen, surrounded by three squares that were positioned to
the left, right, and directly above the animated face. On some trials,
participants initiated joint attention by fixating on one of the three
squares. A gaze-contingent algorithm was employed so that the
virtual character would either respond congruently to achieve joint
attention, or incongruently to avoid joint attention. Congruent
responses were associated with greater activation in the ventral
striatum. This supported claims that evaluating gaze shifts that
signal the achievement of joint attention recruits reward-related
neurocircuitry. Other gaze-congruency fMRI studies using
pre-recorded actors have also found that congruent gaze and head
orientation responses that result in joint attention correlate with
differential activation in brain regions associated with perspective
taking (mPFC, ACC, TPJ; Gordon, Eilbott, Feldman, Pelphrey, &
Vander Wyk, 2013; Williams, Waiter, Perra, Perrett, & Whiten,
2005) and social reward (striatum; Gordon et al., 2013).

1.2. Event-related potential (ERP) studies

While fMRI studies have been useful in elucidating the brain
structures involved in evaluating self-initiated joint attention bids,
they have been unable to reveal the time course of the associated
neural processes due to the sluggish nature of the BOLD signal (see
Menon & Kim, 1999 for review). In contrast, event-related poten-
tials (ERPs), which represent the average pattern of electrical activ-
ity related to a particular stimulus event, can be used to track the
time course of neural processes in (practically) real time because
electrical activity travels at the speed of light (Luck, 2005).
Another advantage of ERPs is that they can be measured ‘‘pas-
sively’’ without a person’s overt attention. In the context of joint
attention, this would allow participants to remain focused on their
social partner without disrupting the continuity of the interaction
and thus maintaining ecological validity.

Despite the advantages offered by passive ERPs, no study to
date has used ERPs to investigate the time course of neural pro-
cesses involved in evaluating joint attention bids. However, ERPs
have been used to investigate the time course of neural processing
associated with the evaluation of (1) the perceptual properties of
gaze, (2) attention cues from gaze, and (3) the social significance
of gaze.

1.2.1. Evaluating the perceptual properties of gaze
A number of studies have used the N170 ERP (a negative peak

that occurs around 170 ms after the onset of a stimulus) to explore
the timing of neural processes associated with evaluating the per-
ceptual properties of gaze. Most of these studies have measured
the N170 during the passive viewing of direct and averted gaze
(see Itier & Batty, 2009 for review). The findings have been mixed.
Studies employing static stimuli report either no modulation of
the N170 for direct and averted gaze (Grice et al., 2005;
Schweinberger, Kloth, & Jenkins, 2007) or small effects in which
averted gaze evokes larger (more negative) N170 amplitudes
(Watanabe, Miki, & Kakigi, 2002). Larger N170 effects of gaze direc-
tion have been found using dynamic gaze stimuli. For example, Puce,
Smith, and Allison (2000) reported that ‘direct – averted’ gaze shifts
evoked larger N170 amplitudes than ‘averted – direct’ gaze shifts. In
contrast, others report that ‘slightly averted – direct’ gaze shifts
evoked larger N170 amplitudes than ‘slightly averted – extremely
averted’ gaze shifts (Conty, N’Diaye, Tijus, & George, 2007).

These studies have suggested the N170 may be sensitive to the
different social signals conveyed by direct and averted gaze.
Specifically, direct gaze may signal a readiness to communicate,
whilst averted gaze may signal the initiation or response to a joint
attention bid (Cary, 1978; Conty, N’Diaye, Tijus, & George, 2007;
Kleinke, 1986). However, the outcomes of these studies provide
limited insight into the time course of neural processes associated
with evaluating self-initiated joint attention bids for three reasons.
First, the direction of N170 effects across studies are inconsistent.
Second, these studies typically employed passive viewing tasks
that did not provide an interactive context. Third, these studies
demonstrated that the N170 was affected by manipulating the per-
ceptual properties of gaze (direct versus averted). There currently
is no evidence to suggest that the N170 is affected by the evalua-
tion of the social significance of gaze.

1.2.2. Evaluating attention cues from gaze
Studies examining the time course of neural processes associ-

ated with the evaluation of attention cues from gaze have often
measured the EDAN (early attention direction negativity) and
ADAN (anterior directing attention negativity) ERPs (e.g. Feng &
Zhang, 2014; Hietanen, Nummenmaa, Nyman, Parkkola, &
Hämäläinen, 2006; Holmes, Mogg, Garcia, & Bradley, 2010;
Lassalle & Itier, 2013; van Velzen & Eimer, 2003). The EDAN is typ-
ically measured over posterior sites (e.g. P7 and P8) 200–300 ms
post cue presentation. The ADAN is measured over anterior sites
(e.g. C3 and C4) 300–500 ms post gaze cue presentation. These
peaks are believed to represent reflexive attention orienting and
attentional control mechanisms respectively, and produce maxi-
mal responses at electrode sites contralateral to cued locations in
gaze-cueing tasks (c.f. Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). In these studies,
participants are typically asked to detect a target on the left or
right side of the screen following the presentation of a valid or
invalid gaze cue (see Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007 for review).
Using impoverished schematic face stimuli, one study found that
the EDAN and ADAN were modulated by arrow cues but not gaze
(Hietanen, Leppänen, Nummenmaa, & Astikainen, 2008). A second
study using photographic faces reported that gaze cues did not
produce a significant EDAN effect, but did result in a significant
gaze-congruent ADAN effect (Holmes et al., 2010). A third study
using photographic gaze cues reported significant gaze-congruent
EDAN and ADAN effects (Feng & Zhang, 2014).

This inconsistent evidence for gaze-congruent EDAN and ADAN
effects suggests that these peaks may not be reliable neural mark-
ers of gaze processing. Furthermore, whilst studies investigating
the EDAN and ADAN attempt to elucidate the effects of gaze on
attention orienting – analogous to responding to joint attention
bids – they do not inform the time course of neural processing
when we evaluate a gaze shift after we have already fixated a
peripheral target (analogous to initiating joint attention). As such,
it is difficult to determine whether the EDAN or ADAN ERPs repre-
sent processes pertaining to the evaluation of attention cues from
gaze or the social significance of gaze. Further, gaze cueing tasks
used to elicit the EDAN and ADAN ERPs often lack ecological valid-
ity since participants are often instructed that the gaze cues do not
predict the target’s location.
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1.2.3. Evaluating the social significance of gaze
In contrast to the N170, EDAN, and ADAN studies outlined

above, a number of researchers have begun to investigate whether
later-developing ERPs are modulated by different evaluations of
the social significance of gaze. For example, Sabbagh, Moulson,
and Harkness (2004) presented participants with trials that com-
prised a written label relating to gender (e.g. female) or an emotion
(e.g. happy) followed by a static picture of a pair of eyes. The eyes
varied in gender, emotion, and gaze orientation. Participants were
asked to indicate whether or not the label was congruent with the
gender or emotion depicted in the gaze stimulus. Eyes judged for
emotion generated large N270–N400 responses over right inferior
frontal and anterior temporal regions, and larger P300–P500
responses over posterior parietal regions, than eyes judged for
gender.

From these findings, Sabbagh et al. (2004) concluded that these
ERPs reflected the decoding of another person’s emotional mental
state. However, the validity of the outcomes are questioned by four
methodological limitations of this study. First, the stimuli were
ecologically unrealistic, and were not presented in the context of
a face. Second, emotion was expressed by the configuration of
the eye region (e.g. frowning or raised eye brows). Thus, it is not
clear if the effects in Sabbagh et al. relate to the evaluation of gaze
or the evaluation of facial configuration. Third, there was no indi-
cation of what the eyes were gazing at. Gaze is generally processed
in conjunction with the environmental context. For example, if a
social partner averts their gaze, the gaze shift is typically evaluated
with respect to the object that the agent is gazing towards. If these
ERP effects truly associate with the evaluation of another person’s
perspective, it remains unclear as to whether the time course of
these ERPs would be the same when individuals evaluate another
person’s perspective with respect to the environmental context
(e.g. visual perspective taking). Finally, this study used static gaze
stimuli, in which either direct or averted gaze was used. Thus it is
unclear whether the time course of these effects would differ in
real life, where gaze is dynamic.

Carrick, Thompson, Epling, and Puce (2007) addressed many of
these limitations by presenting participants with trials that com-
prised three horizontally aligned faces (a central face and two flan-
ker faces). The gaze of both flanker faces were directed either to the
left or right. The gaze of the central face, which was initially direc-
ted towards the participant, was updated to either match the flan-
ker faces (the ‘‘group’’ condition), to face towards one flanker face
(and thus away from the other face; the ‘‘mutual’’ condition), or to
gaze upwards away from both flanker faces (the ‘‘avoid’’ condi-
tion). The onset of the updated central faces in the group and
mutual conditions generated earlier P350 and smaller P500 ERP
peaks, relative to the avoid condition. Carrick et al. concluded that
the P350 and P500 peaks reflected the integration of the spatial
properties of gaze in order to evaluate its social significance.
N170 responses measured at occipitotemporal sites were reliably
elicited by each gaze shift, but were not modulated by the social
significance of the gaze-shift. This is consistent with claims that
the N170 involves activity reflecting the perceptual processing of
gaze (e.g. gaze orientation; Itier & Batty, 2009).

Carrick et al.’s (2007) findings suggest that the brain begins to
process or ‘‘recognise’’ the social significance of gaze 350–500 ms
after the onset of relevant facial stimuli. However, the strength of
this suggestion is mitigated somewhat by four methodological lim-
itations of this study. First, the ecological validity of the stimuli
was questionable. People rarely have to evaluate the social signif-
icance of gaze based on three faces presented in a row that look
left, right, or upwards. Rather, gaze is usually evaluated during
face-to-face interactions. Second, it was presumed that the ‘‘mu-
tual condition’’ reflected the processing of mutual gaze since the
central face and one flanker face were looking at each other.
However, the same stimuli could have been interpreted as a ‘‘social
exclusion’’ condition since the central face was simultaneously
looking away from the other flanker face. Third, the stimuli in
the mutual condition (i.e. three faces gazing in the same direction)
might be considered less complex than the group and avoid condi-
tions, which comprised faces looking in different directions.
Fourth, the avoid condition used faces that gazed in a different
direction (upwards) than the mutual (left and right) and group
(all left or all right) conditions. This meant that the faces in the
avoid condition differed from the mutual and group condition in
both gaze orientation (upwards rather than left or right) and social
significance (avoid rather than group or mutual conditions). In
sum, multi-face displays provide an innovative yet noisy method
for manipulating the social significance of gaze shifts. Thus, we
cannot be absolutely sure that the P350 and P500 effects identified
by Carrick et al. (2007) specifically reflect differences in evaluating
the social significance of gaze.

Given the promising, yet somewhat limited, outcomes of
Carrick et al. (2007), the aim of the current study investigated
whether the identified P350 and P500 effects are observed when
the social significance of a gaze shift is evaluated during
face-to-face interactions. To this end, we measured the P350 and
P500 ERPs of 19 adults while they interacted with a virtual charac-
ter believed to display the eye movements of another human via
live infrared eye-tracking. In reality, the virtual agent was con-
trolled by a gaze-contingent algorithm (c.f. Caruana et al., 2015;
Wilms et al., 2010). This is important given that beliefs about the
human agency of gaze stimuli have been found to specifically influ-
ence gaze-related ERPs (Pönkänen et al., 2010; Wykowska et al.,
2014). To discount the possibility of effects being driven by
non-social phenomena (e.g. stimulus congruity) we also employed
a non-social control condition. Here another 19 adults completed
the same task, except arrows replaced the interactive gaze stimuli
and participants were instructed that they were completing the
task alone.

Based on Carrick et al.’s (2007) seminal findings, we predicted
that evaluating ‘‘incongruent’’ gaze shifts following a
self-initiated bid for joint attention (i.e., ‘‘my partner is not attend-
ing to the same thing as I am’’) would trigger larger and later ERPs
(P350 and P500) than ‘‘congruent’’ gaze shifts (‘‘my partner is
attending to the same thing as I am’’). We anticipated that these
later ERP effects would be absent, or reduced, in the non-social
control condition. It was also expected that all conditions would
elicit clear occipitotemporal N170 peaks, but that these would
not be modulated by congruency, given that the perceptual prop-
erties of the stimulus remained constant (Itier & Batty, 2009).
2. Method

The method of this study was approved by the Macquarie
University Human Research Ethics Committee.

2.1. Participants

This study used an independent-groups design that included
two condition groups (‘‘social’’ versus ‘‘control’’) that each
responded to two conditions of stimuli (‘‘congruent’’ versus
‘‘incongruent’’). Participants volunteered or received course credit
for their time and provided consent before participating.

2.1.1. Social condition
Twenty-four individuals were recruited into the social condi-

tion. Due to technical challenges, eye-tracking calibration was suc-
cessful for 22 participants. Additionally, two participants reported
that they were not completely convinced that the virtual agent was
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Fig. 1. Central stimuli used in the social and control versions of the gaze-contingent
task.
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representing the eye movements of another person. The beha-
vioural data of another participant indicated that they had not
appropriately engaged with the task (see Behavioural data in
Results). These participants were excluded, resulting in a final sam-
ple of 19 participants (3 male, Mage = 20.95, SD = 5.78) for the social
condition.

2.1.2. Control condition
Another 19 individuals participated in the control condition (7

male, Mage = 29.12, SD = 9.24). All participants were included in
the final sample given that the eye tracking calibration was suc-
cessful for all participants, and all participants were appropriately
engaged in the task (see Behavioural data in Results). The differ-
ence between the mean age of the social and control groups was
not statistically significant (t (36) = �1.136, p = .264).

2.2. Stimuli

2.2.1. Social stimuli
An anthropomorphic virtual character (whom we called ‘‘Alan’’)

was generated using FaceGen (Singular Inversions, 2008). The char-
acter depicted a white Caucasian male, and subtended 8 � 12� of
visual angle in the centre of a computer screen (a Samsung
SynchMaster SA950 HD LED monitor [60 � 34 cm] with a refresh
rate of 120 Hz, at a distance of 65 cm from the participant. The vir-
tual character’s gaze was manipulated to create five images so that
the eyes were either directed at the participant or towards four
cartoon buildings that were presented at each corner of the com-
puter screen. The building stimuli, which were created using
GIMP-2 (Kimball & Mattis, 1995), each subtended 11� of visual
angle, with 15� of visual angle between each building and the vir-
tual character’s eyes. The stimuli were presented via Experiment
Builder 1.10.165 (SR Research, 2004).

2.2.2. Control stimuli
Only the central stimulus differed between the social and con-

trol conditions. Specifically, the animated face remained on the
screen with eyes closed to provide a close match for the presence
of facial stimuli (c.f. Caruana et al., 2015). A fixation point subtend-
ing 1.4� of visual angle was positioned over the nose. Green arrow
stimuli, which protruded from this fixation point replaced the gaze
stimuli, and subtended 4� of visual angle (see Fig. 1 for a compar-
ison of social and control task stimuli).

2.3. Stimulus conditions

2.3.1. Social condition
Participants in the social condition were told that they would be

playing a cooperative game with ‘‘Alan’’ called ‘‘Catch the
Prisoner’’. The aim was to jointly catch a prisoner who would
attempt to escape from the prison compound on each trial.
Participants were told that they would be the ‘‘watch person’’
while Alan would play the ‘‘guard’’. The watch person’s task was
to monitor the outside of the prison, while the guard’s task was
to monitor inside the prison. Participants were told that the guard
may sometimes be distracted by inmates fighting in different loca-
tions of the prison.

Each trial began with the presentation of a crosshair subtending
1.4� of visual angle. Once the participant fixated on the crosshair
for 150 ms, the stimulus updated to display the four prison build-
ings and the animated face in the centre of the screen (see Fig. 2).
The face was positioned so that the nasion was in the same loca-
tion as the crosshair. This ensured that participants were attending
to the gaze stimulus from the beginning of the trial.

A prisoner then attempted to escape from one of four buildings
that were each located in a different corner of the display screen.
Provided the participant remained fixated on the gaze stimulus,
the location of this ‘‘breakout’’ was indicated by a yellow circular
sensor light at one of the four prison exits after 200–1000 ms
(i.e. only the watch person could see the light – not the guard).
This exogenously cued the participant to the breached location.
The participant was then required to initiate a joint attention bid
(i.e., look at the location of the escaping prisoner). Once the partic-
ipant had fixated upon the spotlight, a cartoon prisoner appeared
after 200–1000 ms, provided fixation had been maintained for
150 ms.

The participant was then required to fixate upon the animated
face in order to evaluate their partner’s response. The virtual char-
acter’s gaze averted after 350–650 ms post-fixation. This ensured
that (1) the gaze behaviour appeared realistic, and (2) the partici-
pant was fixating the virtual character when the gaze shift
occurred. Epochs were time-locked to the onset of this gaze shift.
In 50% of the trials, the virtual character’s gaze shifted congruently
to the correct location of the escaping prisoner (joint attention),
presumably ‘‘locking-down’’ the exit. In the remaining 50% of trials,
gaze shifted to an incongruent location (failed joint attention), pre-
sumably due to distractions by fighting inmates within the prison.
Congruent and incongruent trials were presented in random order
across four blocks of 60 trials (i.e. 120 trials in each condition). The
direction of congruent and incongruent gaze shifts were counter-
balanced across all acquisition blocks, and thus the virtual charac-
ter was equally likely to gaze towards one of the three houses not



Fig. 2. Schematic representation of trial sequence. White circle represents the
location of the participant’s gaze and was not part of the stimuli visible to the
participant.
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fixated by the participant on incongruent trials. At the end of each
block participants were asked to estimate the proportion of trials
they thought they were successful in catching the prisoner, based
on stimulus congruity. This provided a measure of task
engagement.

2.3.2. Control condition
The task completed by individuals in the control condition was

the same as the social condition except that they were told that
they would be completing this task on the computer (i.e., not in
conjunction with a fictitious partner). Once participants had
revealed the burglar and fixated the central fixation point, it would
turn green (analogous to establishing mutual gaze) and the arrow
would point either (1) congruently towards the location previously
fixated by the participant, or (2) incongruently to one of the three
remaining locations. Again, participants were told that this sig-
nalled whether the computer had detected their response to
‘‘catch’’ the prisoner.

In both the social and control condition, negative feedback was
provided for trials where the participant (1) failed to fixate the
location where the spotlight appeared, (2) fixated away from the
spotlight before the prisoner appeared, (3) took longer than
3000 ms to fixate back on the central stimuli (i.e. gaze stimulus/fix-
ation point) after the prisoner appeared, or (4) fixated away from
the central stimuli within 1000 ms of fixating the central stimuli.
Thus, a key point of difference between the gaze-contingent algo-
rithm developed in this study and previous studies (Schilbach
et al., 2010; Wilms et al., 2010) is that whilst earlier algorithms
updated the agent’s gaze after the participant fixated one of the
target locations, our algorithm also required participants to fixate
back on their partner’s eyes (or the fixation point in the control
condition) before the stimulus was updated. This ensured that par-
ticipants were fixating the gaze and arrow stimuli when ERPs were
being measured. Our algorithm also employed temporal jitter for
the onset latencies of the gaze shift and arrow presentations to
mitigate the influence of anticipation on the resulting ERPs.

2.4. Eye movement and electroencephalogram (EEG) recording

Each participant’s eye-movements and EEG were recorded
while they completed the stimulus conditions. Eye-movements
were tracked using an EyeLink 1000 monocular tower-mounted
eye tracker (right eye only) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. A chin
rest was used to stabilise participants’ heads, and standardise
viewing distance. Participants’ EEGs were measured using a mon-
tage of 29 electrodes positioned according to the 10–20 system
(EasyCap; FP1, FP2, F7, F3, FZ, F4, F8, FT7, FC3, FC4, FT8, T7, C3,
CZ, CPZ, C4, T8, TP7, CP3, CP4, TP8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, OZ, O2).
Online and offline reference electrodes were attached to the left
and right earlobes respectively, and the ground electrode was posi-
tioned between the FP1, FP2 and FZ electrodes. The impedances for
all electrodes were maintained below 5 kO. Bipolar electrodes were
used to measure horizontal electro-ocular activity (HEOG; posi-
tioned at the outer canthi) and vertical ocular activity (VEOG; posi-
tioned above and below the left eye). A Synamps II amplifier was
used to record the online EEG with a sampling rate 1000 Hz, an
online band pass filter of .05–100 Hz, and a notch filter at 50 Hz.

2.5. Creating ERPs

The EEG data was processed offline using Neuroscan 4.5 soft-
ware (Neuroscan, El Paso, Texas, USA). VEOG activity was removed
using a standard ocular reduction algorithm (Neuroscan, El Paso,
Texas, USA). The EEG was then band-pass filtered (0.1–30 Hz) with
a 12 dB octave roll-off. Epochs were time-locked to the onset of the
virtual character’s averted gaze, starting 100 ms before a gaze shift
(i.e., a prestimulus baseline of �100 to 0 ms) and ending 700 ms
later. Epochs exceeding ±100 mV were deleted from the analysis.
Remaining epochs were baseline corrected according to
pre-stimulus electrical activity. Then each participant’s accepted
epochs for congruent and incongruent trials were averaged to pro-
duce congruent and incongruent ERPs respectively. Grand average
ERPs were then formed from the congruent and incongruent ERPs.

2.6. Measuring ERPs

To ascertain the length of the intervals used to measure each
ERP in this study (P350 and P500 at CZ and PZ, and N170 at P7
and P8), we visually inspected the relevant ERPs of each individual
participant. This revealed that a P350 peak was the most reliably
elicited ERP measured at centro-parietal electrodes across individ-
uals in the congruent and incongruent social conditions. A clear
P350 peak could only be identified in four individuals in the control
condition. Visual inspection of the data suggested that the social
and control conditions elicited similar voltages up until approxi-
mately 250 ms. After this time, evoked potentials in the social con-
dition increased in voltage and peaked at approximately 350 ms,
whereas those in the control condition did not manifest this strong
positivity and drifted back to baseline (see Fig. 3).

Given that only four individuals in the control condition dis-
played clear P350 peaks, it was only possible to measure the peak
latency of the P350 in the social condition. We were also unable to
detect reliable P500 peaks across individuals in any of the condi-
tions. Thus, this study focussed on analysing mean amplitude
(P350 and P500) and peak amplitude (N170) data. However, it is
noteworthy that in line with Carrick et al. (2007), we found a sig-
nificant latency effect in the social condition whereby the P350 fol-
lowing incongruent gaze shifts (CZ M = 373.05, SD = 33.85; PZ
M = 383.47, SD = 27.04) was significantly slower to peak relative
to those following congruent gaze shifts (CZ M = 343.68,

Dr Nathan Caruana
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Table 1
Post experimental inquiry ratings of subjective experience.

Task aspect Social Control
M(SD) M(SD)

Difficulty 1.68(0.75) 1.47(0.70)
Intuitiveness 4.32(0.82) 4.57(0.69)
Pleasantness 3.11(1.66) 3.10(0.66)

Note: Ratings provided on a 5-point scale (1 = low, 5 = high).
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SD = 20.95; PZ M = 351.79, SD = 22.83) at both CZ [t (18) = 4.50,
p = <.001] and PZ [t (18) = 5.24, p < .001].

A 130 ms interval (310–400 ms) captured each individual’s
P350 peak in both the congruent and incongruent conditions.
Thus, we used 130 ms intervals to measure all the peaks of interest,
including the P350 (310–400 ms) and P500 (from 450 to 580 ms),
both at CZ and PZ, and the N170 response recorded at P7 and P8
(107–237 ms). The intervals used to measure the consecutive pos-
itive responses (P350 and P500) were separated by a gap of 10 ms
to ensure that each participant’s positive peaks were measured in
the correct interval (e.g. to ensure that an individual’s P350 did not
fall in the P500 interval).

2.7. Analysis

For each individual and condition, the size of the ERP peaks
were measured using mean amplitudes (for P350 and P500 at CZ
and PZ) and peak amplitudes (for N170 at P7 and P8). A two-way
ANOVA was used to assess the within-subjects factor of stimulus
condition (congruent, incongruent) and the between-subjects fac-
tor of group condition (social, control) on each of the above mea-
sures (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences v19).

2.8. Ecological validity questionnaire

At the end of the experiment, participants rated their experi-
ence of the task and interaction with Alan on a five-point Likert
scale (1 = not at all to 5 = extremely). All participants rated how dif-
ficult, intuitive, and pleasant the task was. Those in the social
condition also rated how natural they found the interaction with
Alan, and how effective he was at responding correctly to their
guiding gaze. Then these participants were asked how convinced
they were that they had been interacting with another living per-
son. Additionally, individuals in the control group were asked to
rate how interactive they found the task.

3. Results

3.1. Ecological validity questionnaire

Participants in the social and control condition rated the inter-
active task as easy, intuitive and pleasant (see Table 1 for descrip-
tive statistics). There were no significant differences between the
social and control conditions on any of these dimensions (indepen-
dent t-tests, all ps > 0.29).

3.1.1. Social condition
Participants in the social condition rated the interaction as feel-

ing ‘‘moderately’’ to ‘‘very’’ natural on average (M = 2.58,
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SD = 1.26). Consistent with the gaze congruency manipulation,
these participants also rated their partner as performing poorly
on the task (M = 2.21, SD = 0.92). All participants in the final sample
reported that they were convinced that the virtual character was
being controlled by a human interlocutor, and rated the degree
of their belief on the same five-point scale (M = 4.89, SD = 0.32).
Those who provided a 4/5 rating (rather than 5/5) claimed that
they momentarily considered the possibility that the virtual char-
acter may have been controlled by a computer, but saw no reason
not to accept the interaction as genuine.

3.1.2. Control condition
Participants in the control condition on average provided rat-

ings suggesting that they did not find the arrow stimulus interac-
tive at all (M = 1.31, SD = 0.67). This indicated that although the
arrow stimulus was responding contingently to the participants
gaze behaviour, this did not result in the anthropomorphisation
of the arrow stimulus, confirming that our social manipulation
was effective.

3.2. Attention to gaze shifts

After each block, participants estimated the percentage of trials
that Alan (M = 48.33%, SD = 11.05) or the computerised arrow
(M = 48.61%, SD = 4.14) responded congruently. One participant
from the social group obtained an average congruency estimate
that was two standard deviations above the group mean
(M = 87.00), and they were consequently excluded from all analy-
ses (see Method, Participants, Social group).

3.3. ERPs

Summary statistics for the amplitude measures are shown in
Table 2. Group average waveforms comprising the P250, P350
and P500 at CZ and PZ are shown in Fig. 3, and for the N170 at
P7 and P8 are shown in Fig. 4. Topographies demonstrating the
effect of stimulus condition (congruent–incongruent) are depicted
separately for the social and control conditions in Fig. 5.

3.3.1. P350 mean amplitude
A significant group ⁄ condition interaction effect was measured

at CZ (F(1,36) = 9.21, p = .004), and PZ (F(1,36) = 5.42, p = .026). In
the social condition, the mean amplitude of the P350 following
incongruent gaze shifts was significantly larger than congruent
gaze shifts, when measured at both CZ (t (18) = �4.80, p < .001)
and PZ (t (18) = 3.43, p = .003). However a significant P350 effect
was not observed for arrows in the control condition when
Table 2
Summary statistics for amplitude and latency measures by electrode.

CZ PZ

Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent

P350 mean amplitude
Social 11.85(4.60) 14.90(5.45) 10.52(4.15) 12.53(4.53)
Control 4.71(4.00) 5.38(4.94) 3.52(4.06) 3.81(4.73)

P500 mean amplitude
Social 6.91(4.49) 11.07(5.35) 6.57(4.32) 10.08(4.65)
Control 2.02(2.80) 3.03(4.26) 1.41(2.69) 2.01(4.22)

P7 P8

Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent

N170 peak amplitude
Social �7.42(4.59) �7.24(4.27) �9.79(5.48) �9.89(5.05)
Control �6.19(2.96) �6.25(2.76) �5.24(4.45) �5.28(4.30)

Note: Summary statistics are provided in the format of M(SD).
measured at either CZ (t (18) = 1.45, p = .165) or PZ (t (18) = 0.64,
p = .532).

3.3.2. P500 mean amplitude
Like the P350 response, a significant group ⁄ condition interac-

tion effect was measured at CZ (F(1,36) = 9.21, p = .004), and PZ
(F(1,36) = 5.42, p = .026) for the P500. The mean amplitude of the
P500 following incongruent gaze shifts was significantly larger
than congruent gaze shifts, when measured at both CZ (t
(18) = 7.34, p < .001) and PZ (t (18) = 7.49, p < .001) in the social
condition. However a significant P500 effect was not observed for
arrows in the control condition when measured at either CZ (t
(18) = 1.58, p = .131) and PZ (t (18) = 0.87, p = .395). Unlike the
P350, this P500 effect was not represented by clear peaks in the
individual data from either of the group conditions. Thus, it seems
likely that the larger mean amplitude for incongruent gaze
responses at this latency may merely represent an artefact of the
earlier diverging P350 response.

3.3.3. N170 peak amplitude
A group ⁄ condition interaction effect did not reach statistical

significance when measured at P7 (F(1,36) = 0.25, p = .621), or P8
(F(1,36) = 0.21, p = .885). However, a main effect of group was
identified at P8 (F(1,36) = 8.65, p = .006) in which the N170 was
significantly larger in the social condition than the control condi-
tion. This was not surprising given the perceptual differences
between gaze and arrows. However, this main effect did not reach
statistical significance when measured at P7 (F(1,36) = 0.878,
p = .355). This is consistent with claims that the face-related
N170 is most sensitively measured from the right hemisphere
(Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Joyce & Rossion,
2005).
4. Discussion

The current study investigated the time course of neural pro-
cesses involved in evaluating whether a gaze shift signals the suc-
cess or failure of a self-initiated joint attention bid. Participants
allocated to the social condition interacted with an anthropomor-
phic character whom they believed represented the gaze behaviour
of another human participant. The task required participants to ini-
tiate goal-oriented bids for joint attention. The virtual partner
either responded congruently or incongruently with equal proba-
bility, thus indicating a success or failure to achieve joint attention
respectively. The ERPs following congruent or incongruent gaze
shifts were measured to assess the time point at which they dif-
fered, indicating a divergence of their neural processing. To deter-
mine whether potential differences between congruent and
incongruent gaze shifts were specific to social cognitive processes,
these ERPs were compared with those measured in a second group
of individuals who completed a non-social analogue of the same
task. This control condition only differed in that arrow stimuli
replaced the virtual character’s gaze shift, and participants did
not believe that they were engaged in an interaction with another
human. As expected, congruent and incongruent gaze and arrow
stimuli did not result in the modulation of the occipitotemporal
N170. However a significant group ⁄ condition interaction effect
was observed for P350 and P500 peaks measured at
centro-parietal electrodes. As depicted in Fig. 3, these interaction
effects are characterised by (1) large differences in the mean
amplitude of congruent and incongruent ERPs in the social condi-
tion, and (2) little discrimination between congruent and incon-
gruent ERPs in the control condition.

Consistent with Carrick et al.’s (2007) findings, a modulation of
the P350 at centro-parietal sites was observed when participants’
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viewed perceptually identical gaze shifts that differed only in
whether they signalled the failure or success of a self-initiate joint
attention bid. Larger and later P350 peaks were elicited by incongru-
ent gaze shifts signalling a failed joint attention bid compared to
congruent (joint attention) gaze shifts. The same effect was also
measured during the P500 interval. However, the absence of any
clear peaks during this interval suggests that the P500 effect is unli-
kely to reflect an independent effect or cognitive process. The pre-
sent study is the first to investigate the morphology of ERPs when
actively processing a social partner’s gaze in the context of an inter-
action, involving genuine and goal-oriented joint attention bids.

These findings are particularly compelling for a number of rea-
sons. Firstly, our findings corroborate with those reported by
Carrick et al. (2007) despite employing a different paradigm.
What both studies have in common is the manipulation of a
gaze-shift’s social consequence. That is, whether a gaze shift sig-
nals a willingness or reluctance to interact (Carrick et al., 2007),
or the achievement or failure-to-achieve joint attention. The cor-
roborating findings suggest that the centro-parietal P350 response
may be particularly sensitive to the interpretation of these social
consequences.

Considering the social condition data alone, one could argue
that the P350 effect observed in the current study could represent
a non-social attention mechanism that is being modulated by stim-
ulus congruity (e.g. odd-ball, error detection or attention orienting
effects). However, explaining the P350 effect as a non-social phe-
nomenon is mitigated by the absence of a congruity effect in the
control condition (see Fig. 5). Participants in the social and control
condition completed identical tasks. In both cases they oriented to
the prisoner’s location, then check to see whether their partner
(signalled by gaze) or the computer (signalled by arrows)
registered their response to ‘capture’ the prisoner. If congruency
were modulating attention, then such an effect would be expected
to manifest – to some extent – in both the social and control con-
ditions. The absence of a congruity effect in the control condition
highlights the social specificity of the measured P350 effect.

Clear N170 responses were measured in all conditions at occip-
itotemporal sites (P7 and P8). However, these were not modulated
by congruity in either the social or control condition. Observing the
morphology of ERPs at these sites in the control condition also mit-
igates any concern that the congruity of the central stimuli has an
influence on attention. These occipitotemporal sites have been
used to measure EDAN effects in cueing studies using both gaze
and arrow stimuli (e.g. Feng & Zhang, 2014). If the congruity of
these stimuli were having any influence on the attention of partic-
ipants – in a way that was independent of social interaction – then
we would expect this to result in some modulation of ERPs mea-
sured at these sites between 200 and 300 ms post stimulus onset.
However, we found no evidence of this in the control condition.

Interpreting the P350 as an attentional effect is further miti-
gated by the fact that it was also observed in Carrick et al.’s
(2007) multi-face paradigm, which did not employ a congruency
manipulation. It seems unlikely in their passive-viewing task that
attention was modulated by task-irrelevant gaze shifts, made by
non-agent photographic faces. Taken together, the P350 effect can-
not be explained as an effect of attention modulation. Rather, this
effect seems specific to the process of evaluating the social conse-
quence of a gaze shift – in this case whether a social partner shares
a common or different focus of attention.

This social interpretation of the P350 effect compliments fMRI
data from a study employing a similar task (Schilbach et al.,
2010). Schilbach et al. reported that increased activity was
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observed in the ventral striatum when the virtual character
responded congruently to a participant’s joint attention bid, rela-
tive to trials where he responded incongruently. The authors
argued that this reflected the hedonic response associated with
achieving self-initiated joint attention, which may be the mecha-
nism reinforcing future instances of interaction. Combining the
results of Schilbach et al. with the current study suggests that neu-
ral processes that occur at around 350 ms may reflect the integra-
tion of gaze information from posterior-parietal regions to
disambiguate their social relevance. This may be followed by con-
current or subsequent processing in subcortical structures (e.g.
ventral striatum) where the hedonic valence of the gaze evaluation
is assessed.

Given the goal-oriented task employed in the current study, it is
possible that the observed P350 effect may have been partially
influenced by the different affective experiences elicited by con-
gruent (i.e. hedonic) and incongruent (i.e. disappointed or frus-
trated) gaze shifts. However, this is unlikely given that in order
to be ‘happy’ or ‘frustrated’ with their partner’s response, partici-
pants first had to evaluate the social significance of their partner’s
gaze. Specifically, participants had to evaluate whether the gaze
shift signalled the achievement of joint attention. As such, the
P350 effect is likely to represent the neural processes responsible
for discriminating gaze shifts that differ in their social outcome
(e.g. success or failure in achieving joint attention). Secondly, the
P350 effect observed in the social condition is unlikely to have
been influenced by affective experience given that the congruent
and incongruent stimuli in the control condition were also associ-
ated with task success and failure respectively and did not result in
a P350 effect. To further separate the influence of social evaluation
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and affect, future investigations may contrast ERP responses to
gaze shifts which signal the success or failure to achieve joint
attention in both collaborative and competitive contexts.
Manipulating the interactive context in this way presents instances
where a congruent gaze shift may be interpreted as either consis-
tent (during collaboration) or inconsistent (during competition)
with the participant’s goals, which should in turn elicit different
affective responses.

It is also important to recognise that whilst arrows are an obvi-
ous and well-established non-social substitute for gaze, these stim-
uli are ultimately perceptually different. Furthermore, they are not
entirely equal in the effects they produce on spatial attention in
cueing paradigms (see Frischen et al., 2007 for review). Future
research may take even more conservative approaches to elucidate
the social specificity of the P350 effect using the same task and
stimuli, whilst reducing the social fidelity of the interactive
context.

The current study is the first to investigate the time course of
neural processes related to disambiguating another person’s atten-
tional perspective during joint attention interactions. Our findings
suggest that a gaze shift is evaluated as signalling the success or
failure to achieve a self-initiated joint attention bid around
350 ms after a gaze shift is observed. Importantly, the observed
centro-parietal P350 effect was not replicated when a non-social
analogue of the interactive paradigm was used in a second group
of participants. This highlights the social specificity of the ERP
effects identified in this study. Gaze scaffold our daily interactions
by providing ongoing feedback about the attentional, emotional
and mental perspective of those we interact with. Therefore,
understanding how gaze is processed at the neural level is impor-
tant as it guides research attempting to elucidate biomarkers of
social impairment in autism populations, and provides an objective
outcome measure for interventions targeting social
communication.
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